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If cooking for two is your problem, I've got some good news for you today,

re probably discovered that it's not very hard to learn how to cook if you

r^7e a good receipt book and friendly neighbors who offer good advice. But when

It comes to planning meals for two persons—without wasting food or letting the

r.enus become monotonous—that's a real problem that you have to work out pretty

rich for yourself.

Bat the Federal Bureau of Home Economics has some mighty fine suggestions

that ought to help you in lots of ways. I have some information here from the

bureau that tells how to cut down the cost of meals in the small family. It also

*oes on to .Tive some suggestions for using up the roast that is left over from

Sunday dinner, and how to change the appearance of fruits and vegetables when you

3erve them the second time. And I think you'll also be interested in the tips on

aaking desserts in small Quantities and the pointers on serving meals for two.

According to the experts in the Bureau of Home Economics—the first step

in planning meals-for-two is to know exactly how many servings you can get from a

certain amovnt of all the common foods.

If vour family is large— say there are six or eight for every meal— it

•H»t matter much if you cook a little more food than you need. All you have to

do is to Bake each serving a little bit larger, and there's seldom any need to worry

•tout left-overs.
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rut when there are only two for dinner and you "buy an extra quarter-

pound of meat or an extra half-pound of vegetables—it's a lot harder to find a

way to use them up. So it's a good idea to write down exactly how many servings

you can get from a certain amount of all the different foods you use.

When vou're buying canned fruit and vegetables, I suppose you've noticed

that you can sometimes get more for your money by buying the large size cans. And

if you're interested in saving a few pennies where ever possible, there's no

reason why you can't buy those large size cans—oven if your family is small.

Put remember that there's no saving if you buy more food than you can store

conveniently. And it's also poor economy to buy large amounts of foods that spoil

quickly or ones that lose their food value upon standing. For example, fresh beans

will shrivel after a day or two— sea foods spoil quickly—and fruit juices may lose

some vitamin C after they stand for some time.

' ,rhen there's food to keep from one meal to the next, well-arranged shelf

space, covered jars, and refrigerator dishes of different sizes will help. And

if you want to be economical, you've got to plan meals several days in advance.

That's the only way to fit the left-over food into a varied menu scheme.

Now let's see how this works Supposing a No. 3 size can of peaches is

Bore economical than a smaller size can. Why not buy the large can and serve the

peaches in new ways at different meals? Use the peach halves as a salad with

cottage cheese for lunch one day, make them into shortcake for a dinner dessert

the next day, and serve them with toast for breakfast another morning. By planning

the meals this way you save a little each time you buy one large size can of fruit

instead of three small cans of different fruits.

fortunately there are some foods that are almost planned-to-order for the

xami v 01 tv
. You can always have egg dishes that will fit a group of any size.
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And among the meats that a family-of-two can use to good advantage are—chons, cut-

lets, ground meat, stewing meat, sausage, "bacon, sliced ham, and liver. And in

many markets you can also buy frying chickens cut in serving pieces and fish in

fillets or steaks.

But sometimes you may want to cook more than you need for a single meal.

That often means a saving in time and fuel, vou know. This is especiallv true for

roasts—because they must weight 3 pounds (or more) if you don't want them to shrink

a great deal. So, if you have a roast for Sunday dinner, it's important to ralan the

meals for the following days around this left-over meat.

You can use un a beef roast in hash—good hash, well browned, with poached

eggs on top. Or, you can mince the beef and heat it in a barbecue sauce. Or grind

the beef and mix it with celery, onion, and mayonnaise for a sandwich spread.

Serve left-over oork or veal roast cold, or shred it for chop suey, or dice and mix

it with rice and vegetables to make a one-dish meal, or use it to stuff peepers or

large onions.

Cooking vegetables for two persons also calls for snecial planning. You've
Drobably discovered that you can't always buy small heads of cabbage and cauli-
flower, and even a bunch of carrots or beets may sometimes be too large. But these
vegetables are all suited for use as a hot vegetable one day and as a salad the next.
And you can change most vegetables on their second appearance at the table by serv-
ing them with some kind of a sauce—cream sauce. . .cheese sauce. .. hollandai se sauce.

For desserts, you can always make puddings and custards in two servings. But
perhaps you want pie and don't like to have the last pieces get soggy. Individual
Pastry shells will solve your problem, since you can nut different fillings in them
on different days. And if you like cake, but find that it dries out after a few
fays—why not bak« your favorite receipt in cup-cake tins? Serve the cud cakes
with sliced fruit and whipped cream one day, and with a simple icing or sauce on
another day.

As a final point in simplifying the cooking- for-two problems—the bureau of
••ome Economics cautions against putting small dabs of different vegetables and
-eat in the regular size serving dishes. Instead, it is suggested that you try
arranging both the vegetables and meat attractively on a single large platter or
chop plate.
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